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Again another typical New Forest hash rather like the ‘Red Shoot’ last 

week, bang crash wallop in the car park and no car spared.  IPod 

performed a 12 point turn but still ended up parking on the kerb.   

 

Shame on the Wessex as our rich retired politician the Dragon dressed 

herself in stolen Christmas clothes with the Tesco Electronic tag still 

attached to the sleeve.  Cider Girl had no Christmas attire at all but at 

least she is “Poor but Honest”.  Sadly no snow balls for her to chuck at 

the moon. 

 

Stoker driven out of his home and having to make his way from Salisbury 

using his bus pass & a taxi dressed like a Pantomime Sultan.  

After a very naff pre-brief from the Hares with something about 

Christmas dust we all set off.  Sniff and Scratch made no pretence and 

went straight to the pub followed by Wibbly Wobbly and then both 

complained about the chips.  

 

Amongst the late comers Y nam Im & Foot Stuck bitterly complained to 

the G.M. for getting a £100.00 parking fine at the Posh Nosh. 

More Christmas cheer when Jokes’ dog crapped in the road and the 

offending pile was flattened by a passing car spraying the people on the 

pavement.  

This week the dog walking contingent of the Wessex included Parcel 

Force who immediately shot off afterwards as someone made a Spec 

savers remark about getting her dog sheared and not clipped. 

 

One hasher enquired from a Horseman riding by if he had seen any magic 

dust and another Harriet got her Horns stuck in a tree and was later 

named ‘Horny’ She was lucky that Ram was somewhere on the main.                                                 

The down downs included Bianca for wearing the Prime Minsters leather 

trousers, Death March for being a Canary Wharf Santa. K 9 for Turkey 

Drum Stick legs. Note, Hashers who do not put clean clothes on after the 

run will be always very ‘Lonely’ at every hash including Christmas.  

Down down for Big Santa as he has forsaken his Reindeer & Sleigh for a 

big red second hand Post Office type Volkswagen people carrier.  

By and large a fun Yuletide Hash. 

                                               

 

 Two Old Gits 


